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Today’s Guess
Mr. Weatherman, shaken by the
quake, made no prediction. tie
might have said: partly cloudy.
W. wind. No rain. tooter la morning. High temperature near tiO.

Volume XXXVII

\Yesterglay:WS
toora
." sez Max,
"Ii,’ said NO RAIN, and it didn’t,
much." strong southerly- winds
t tercd clouds in a ternoon.
Noon temperature 55. San Carlos
hog wallow drying slowly.

San Jose State College
San Jose, California, Thursday, March 10, 1949
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’Right You Are’ Opens Tonight in Little Theater
EARTH SHOCKS FELT HERE
’Peaceful Waters’

San Andreas Activity
Jars SJS, Bay Region
SAN FRANCISCO. (UP)_A sharp earthquake jarred millions of
Californians awake in the San Francisco Bay region yesterday and
caused some minor damage in shattered window panes, dishes andl
broken water pipes.
There were no injuries reported although the quake rattled windows like drums beating, tumbled
canned goods and dishes from
shelves and was felt distinctly in
a 200-mile area.

"Acme Telephoto.
’Peaceful Waters’ reads the sign some prophetic owner painted on
this garage at Sugar Lake. Mo. There’s pienty of water all right.
but not much of it is very peaceful, as the Missouri River loosed :rom
its winter-Long ice -jam, ran wild in the area.

The temnlor was recorded at
14:29:10 a.m. (PST) and lasted
about 30 seconds. It apparently
centered on the San Andreas
fault, the long earth flaw which
cleaves California from the Oregon border to Mexico and was
responsible for the historic San
Francisco earthquake of April 18
1906.

Call for Seniors
rad uation announcements
now are being sold in the student Union and will be on sale
until Friday, March IS. There
has been no change of time.
Floors still are 10:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. MM.’ and 10:30
to 12:30 p.m. TTI). George Link,
senior president urges prospective graduates to buy now. Announcements no longer will tw
sold in room 8.

The Cni% ersity of California
seismographs picked up two separate shocks. The first, recorded
at 428:39 a.m. (PST), was described by Professor Perry Byerly Hapset, in den ttinn iittuister.
as being "ea good quake."
Two chimneys tumbled and the
He said it lasted 11 minutes on elevator in the county court house
; the record of his machines, but refused to work after the qua lie.
pointed out the shirk might No estimate wos placed on (iam. have been felt for only a few age but there was a "good amount
Pictur..(
of lasa," mostly tbrouga breakage
seconds.
and damage to store merchandise.
3r. ’7.10’net TODY I JAfey Auerbach, newt/ ’elected junior- jus;
Office Buildings Sway
.

Nothing Revealed
On Lewd

II
PiranIdelle s
Play Begins
Run at 8:15
"Right You Are, (If You Think
You Are)" fourth Speech and
Drama department production of
the season. opens tonight in the
Little Theater. Curtain time is
8:15 p.m.
Jackson Young. Evtlyn McCurdy. and Ed Williams will play
the leads in" Pirandello’s comedy
under the direction of Mr. John
R. Kerr.
Young will portray Lambert()
Laudisi. Mrs. McCurdy will play
Signora Frolic and Williams will
play her son-in-law. Ponza.
Comniendatore Agazzi, mayor
of the little town in w hich the
play is set, will be played by Don
Holladay; his wife, Ama Ha. will
be played by Shirley Wilber; and
their Daughter, Dina, will be
played by Owen Dam.
Stanley Schwimmer and Rizza
Ellis will be seen is Sirelli and
Signora Sirejli:. Marie Guzzetti
will play Signora Cini: Bette Rehorst will play Signora Nenni.
Signora Cini and Nenni are the
town gossips.
Matt Pelto will be seen as the
prefect, and Bill Furnell will be
seen as Centuri, the policeman.
Small Town not
Signora
ct n7.1-

Ponza,
/11.1.6,1

around Whom
Iliftnel

has

uti Lew(’ rictures
.

_

TsferAiledXiirt

Awl** lierstraltittett
ticeS...aliiirned Shaft tioulions at yesivele/014 mewling’ of the Student
Court. Chief Justice Tom Eddy announced that it was the last meeting of the court to be held this quarter, unless they were requested
by the Student Council to sit again next week.
Diek Robinson, prosecuting attorney for the court, presented a
report of his findings in the mat- OW
ter of the indecent pictures which
appeared on campus during the
recent elections. His report stated
that at the request of Dean of
Men Paul Pitman, he had made
an investigation into the matter.
but thus far had been able to
make no headway.

est Grad
ge 102
Dies Monday

"I feel that it would be next
Ean
T. Pettit, 102 -year-old
to -impossible to locate the cul- graduate of San Jose State colprits." Robinson said.
lege, died at his Cupertino home
Monday following a short illness.
that
1/Iis report stated further
Prior to his death Monday, Pethe, hoped .during the next elections, the privilege of political ad- tit was the oldest living graduate
vettlsing on campus would nck be of San Jose State college.
misused by posting lewd or inThe centenarian plus was born
detient pictures around the
I. Pennsylvania in 1846 where he
began teaching school at the age
At the request of the Student of 17. Later he moved to MisColokil, Chief Justice Eddy ap- souri.
poipted, Don DeGeller to check
He was lured to California in
the Spartan Daily to make sure 1876 by reports of high wages
that no off-campus organizations $70490 a month.
were given free advertising in the
Upon arriving in California Petpaper. The constitution, accordtit
found that he had to have a
ing to Eddy, absolutely forbids
teaching license. He enrolled in
such practices.
the State. Normal School, now
San Jose State College, -from
which he was graduated in 1878.

Reitz& Gives Out
End-of Term News

pointed out the sh2ck might ,I No estimate was placed on dam have been felt for only a few age but there was a "good amount
isna,T.suansip titsaiagb beanbags
seconds. ’
and damage to store merchandise.
"
Office Buildings Swa
Some buildings in town have
Byeriy said a second shock was
recorded at 4:57 a.m. Center of "appreciable cracks," the police
chief said, hut none was conthe first temblor was about 35
miles from Berkeley, he said. sidered unsafe.
while the ’second was about 75
No Injuries Reported
miles away.
No one was injured in the quake
Normally deserted downtown
although police said "consider-treets in San Francisco were
able minor’’ damage was reported.’
filled with hundreds of curious
Hollister. which is 95 miles south I
persons who dressed hastily and
of San Francisco is located atop
dashed outside to see if the shocks
the "San Andreas fault," which
caused noticeable damage.
has been tesponsible for previous
Newspapers and radio stations earthquakes.
were swamped with hundreds of
In San Jose police described the
telephone calls :from sleepy
zens jarred awake by the shocks. quake as "strong" and said all the
prisoners tn the red brick city hall
Downtown office buildings had been awakened.
swayed and chandeliers swung as
Police stations and newspaper
much as six inches.
One family in the Mission dis- offices throughout the area ’ere
trict reported to police the water Fwamp2c1 with telephone calls
pipes in its home were ripped from citizens whose sleep had
been disturbed by the shocks.
apart by the shock.
The temblors were felt as far
Center at ’Hollister
cast as Stockton, 80 miles inland.
The quake apparently centered
at Hollister, Calif., about 95 miles
so
of here. Chief of Police Roy
K. McPhail said "it was plenty
strong" and said it probably
caused some damage in the area
although police had no immediate
estimate of damage.
Palo Alto police said the temblor was accompanied by a "rumMing noise."
A total of six store windows

lisnoll Mown ;Mot
Signora Ponta, around whom
the story is based is played by
Carol Strong. Milo Long plays the
butler.

"Right You Are (It You Think
Von Are) is the theme H1 this
picture as well as the title of
the play opening tonight in the
Little Theater.

Too Many Exams?
See Heath Now

Students who ha u’ four final
examinations scheduled for the
same day may petitton to ha’
their lima schedule changed,
Dr. Harrison F. Heath, chairman of the examination committee said yesterday.
Petitions may be obtained
from Dr. Heath in room 120.11.
They should be signed by the
C
instructor and returned to Dr.
Heath at least four days before
the exam is to be taken.
Santa Barbara county is offer- ,
Students who find it necesMg teaching positions in the var- sary to change their exam
ious elementary grades, Miss schedule for other emergency
Doris K. Robinson, Placement of-I reasons are asked to see Dr.
fice director, said yesterday.
Heath about the validity of
For complete information see their requests.
the Placement office, she said.

Elementary
ementary Grade
Teachers Needed

Watches Her Son Die

The following end-of-the-ttuarter announcements were released’
by Dr. M. E. Reitzel, head of the
Art’ department. according to
Clara Bianchi in the Art office.
Students who receive incomplete grades in 1.A. 56. jewelry.
last quarter should make up their
work before final week. Miss
Bianchi said. The lab. B53, will
be opened Tuesdays and Thursdays by special arrtUigement. Mrs.
Wennberg will be in room B53 at
11 a.m. to make arrangements.
Senior students wbo must halml an art requirement Moe graduation are asked to meta arrangements in the Art *Ohio immediately. Arrangements for pre-registration win be made.
Those wishing to take advanced
jewelry next quarter are asked to
sign In the Art office also. A
class is tentatively scheduled for
2:30430 on Mondays. Wednesdays. and Fridays, and will be offered if enough students sign up.
Miss Bianchi Said that student
who fail to sign up now will not
be admitted to the class.

seen as Centuri, the policeman.

Telephoto)
A mother’s grief and hopes for her dying son Is dramatically shown in these photos(Acme
of Mrs. Henrietta
Wexler, of Venice, Calif., as she watches rescuers attempt to revive her son, Jay, three-years-old, who
drowned when he fell into a storm drain. At right, Mrs. Wexler buries her head in her hands, crosses
her lingers and prays. I

Don Holladay ((’ommendatory) gazes with a politely interested expression at Gwen
Dam (Dina), as she argues with

’Miss Who’ Contest
Winner Is Announced
Marion’ Hugesian, junior physical education major from Los Angeles, is the winner of two free tickets to "Right You Are", which
opens tonight in the Little Theater.
Miss Hugasien guessed correctly the identity of "Miss Who.
No. 2", who is his Elwood, student and part-time secretary to Lowell
Pratt, public relations man.

Field Jaunt
Shows Davis’
Science Work

Science’s importance to Call)rnia agriculture was graphically
demonstrated to the 600 biology
21 students who traveled to Davis
CHILL7COTHE Ohio. (WI- - Saturday, according to Dr. RobOperators of gambling places in ert Rhpdes, biology professor.
Las Vegas and Reno, Nev., may
"No one came back without the
not know it, but they are financing a scientific cruise around the realization that the -state is maintaining an impressive agricultural
world.
Albert Hibbs Jr., and Dr. Roy research Inetitution at Davis," the
Woolford, San Diego, Calif., who professor ciaintV.
used science to beat the roulette
Highlight of the information wheels in Las Vegas and Reno
last year, have started a scientific packed tour was en illustrated
cruise around the world in a sail- lecture on selective weed control
boat, Hibbs’ father said here to- presented by !Division of Botany
day.
staff members.
The 24 -year-old University of
"Slide after slide demonstrated
Chicago ’graduates and Navy veterans are financing their venture the importance of scientific weed
with $12.000 they won while "ex- control to California farms," Dr.
perimenting" on roulette wheels Rhodes said. "Over one minion
acres in the state were sprayed
in Nevada. Hibbs said.
sprays developed
The; two sailed from Miami. last year, with
at the College of
Fla., la§t week for Key West and by scientist’s
Agriculture."
Cuba. The father said his son and
his partner are sailing a 40-foot
Other lectures attended by the
cutter originally designed as an group included a talk on bee
English channel pilot boat. It is keeping, one on poultry husbanequipped with an auxiliary gaso- dry and a third on sheep, swine
line engine.
and Cattle,

Men To Circle Globe
Loot
htiWet luoR

Shirley Wilber (Amelia) as to
just who is right, :in a scene
from Pirendello’s celebrated
comedy.Photo by Haddon.

The plot of the play concerns
the inhabitants of a small town
who are in a hubub to discover
whether on not Mr. Ponza has remarried his first wife or married
another woman.
Ponza, the court secretary, be7
Heves he has married a new woman when he Marries his second
wife, but the mother of his first
wife believes it is her daughter,
who Ponza claims was killed in
an earthquake.
In spite of all the claims Ponza
makes, the old woman swears
that the woman .in question is
her own daughter. Who is right
will be revealed in the course of
the play.
Ultra Modern Sets
"Right ’You Are." although
written in 1916. will be presented
in ultra-modern settings as designed by J. Wendell Johnson.
The whole living_ room scene is
built on a large oval truck and
will have none of the conventional
angles of a box set. It will have
curving walls and ceiling.
When the curtains part, the
entire stage set will be moved
out onto the forestage.
Doug Morrison is in charge of
construction. Ivan Van ?erre is
stage manager.
The costumes, as created by
Mr. Chez Hecht of the costume
department, will be impekted
prints.
Tickets are still available in
Room 57, Speech Office.

State Personnel
Board Announces
New Job Openings
State positions for college senThe telling clue was the hair iors who will graduate next June
style and style of the blouse Miss have been released by the State
Elwood was wearing.
Personnel Board, it was learned
Miss Hugasian can get her recently through state purees.
tickets by calling at room 57, the
Examinations for the positions
open have been set fp. March 28.
speech office.
The winner of the first "Miss Applications will be open until
Who" contest was Ardith Totten. March 5 at the Personnel Board
who guessed the identity of Pat offices at low L street, Sacramento; 305 State naminm Los
Friar.
Angeles; or 107 State Endidbag.
Tickets for the production may San Francisco.
still be obtained in the
Applicants for state fobs must
office, according to Miss Helen
be citizens of the United States.
Mineta, department secretary.
Additional information concernThe price is 60c for holders of ing what sobs are open and the
ASB cards, and 90c for the gen- : salaries offered may be obtained
eral public.
I [torn the State Personnel Soa:11.
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Russ Cabinet Sbakeup
Russian personalities hit the headlines again the other
day when the Kremlinannounced that V. M. Molotov had
been replaced by Andrei Vishinsliy as Russian Foreign
Minister. Speculation has run rife as to the pthisible implication of the switch on the international scene and in
Russia’s domestic polities.
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Raymond Barry Will Send Literature
istory to Publishers this Summer
Janet . Anderson
.
Li es California

Result of
25 Years
Research

Any major political shuffle in Russia- ’immediately
brings up the question of the possible successor to Josef
Stalin as head of the Russian state. Speculation in this
country always has conceded Molotov a lead*"int position in
the race for several reasons. Most important, e is a memBy PATRICIA ROAN
ber of the Politburo, which would seem to he a requireThe slender, attractive young woman who spends most of her
By BOB HEMINGWAY
ment. His close association with Stalin would seem to be time in the Student Y lounge is not a local co-ed, although she fools
another point in his favor.
Many of the students. She is Mrs. Janet Anderson, executive secre- This summer will mark the end
more than just another school
tary of the Student Y.
Vishinsky is best known in this country for the vitriJanet as she is called by young and old alike, has been with Near for Dr. Raymond Barry, head
of the English department at San
olic quality of his speechesin the UN. It is bnposAible to the local Student V since septemWorked
With
V-Teens
infer his personal attitude toward the West from these her when she became assoeiate Following her graduation, Janet Jose State college. At that time
secretary
to
Mae
Carpenter.
the publishers the
speeches since they follow perforce the line originating in When Mac left for a leave of ab- worked two years as program di - he will send toquarter-century
of
of
a
rector for the Y-Teen department I result
the Kremlin. He is tiot a member of the. Politburo, but, sence, the Job was capably filled of
reL
and
writing
research,
study,
the Camden, New Jersey,
by. his small assistant.
according to certain authoritative commentators in this With a high honorary college YWCA. She then held a position writing a history of American
country. has extensive factional backing which makes him record behind her and four years as psychometrician with respon- literature.
work in the field of psychology sibility for vocational counseling
a powerful contender for the mantle of Stalin.
.
at the Bucknell University Guid-; Since 1924 the greying, erect.
and counseling, -Janet is more
Dr. Cyril Bryner, professor of Russian history and
language at State. says the change of positions is not significant, due to the nature of the Foreign Minister’s position.
He says that the duties are technical rather titian political
and are not concerned with the formation of )Kremlin for-eign policy. ff Molotov had been ousted frdm the Politburo the move would have had drastic significance for the
succession to Stalin’s seat and it would have meant the end
of Molotov’s influence and power, according to Dr. Bryner.
If Dr. Bryner’s analysis of the situation ,is correct we
may assume that basic Russian policy will continue on the
same broad lines, only replacing the familiar figure of
with that of the vituperative Vishinaky.
M,olotov
,
Time will answer the question regarding Vishinsky’s
effect on future international relations. It is to he hoped
that
- his policies will not keep pace with his tonglie.

distinguished-looking educator has
been haunting libraries throughJanet reports that she enjoys
out the United States, gathering
living in California v ery much.
. more than 40 notebooks of mute"The West coast definitely has rial for his forthcoming book. The
something to offer me," Janet 1200-page college text will include
says. "My husband and I spend’ representative American authors
most of our spare time viewing I from the founding of the colonies
the excellent scenery."
Janet’s to the present time.
husband, Burk Anderspn, is study Born 54 years ago in McConnelsing for his PhD degree in Engvale, Ohio, Dr. Barry spent his
lish at Stanford university.
boyhood on a farm.’ After high
Janet Praises Students
school, he entered Ohio Wesleyan
"I am very pleased with the Y university with no particular aim
program here," Janet commented. in mind: Ile earned his way by
"The students have done a terrific working at various jobs, ranging
job in digging the basement and from electrician’s helper to repin completing the other work on resentative for a breakfast food
our lounge. We feel it is quite concern and book salesman.
comfortable now, and a good
Became Teacher
many students come in daily to
Upon the death of his father,
enjoy it."
he decided teaching would offer
Janet’s plans for the future are
the quickest and most steady reuncertain, but she said:
turns to help support the fatherance Center.

than able to direct the many activities of the Y group.
She is a graduate of Bucknell
University in Lewisburg,. Pa..
where she majored in sociology
and PaYcnolPIO’. She holds membership in Phi Beta Kappa, and
while in college, she was active in
many groups.
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Camptt3 Calendar
Thursday,- March .1
\rer, 1.011,
"Right You Are (If You Thiok
Theater, 8:15 p.m.
Frosh-Soph Mixer, day, San g.arlos Turf; night, Dan.,
in Women’s Gym, 8:30 to 11 p.m.
Kappa Delta Pi. Pot Luck Supper, Congregational
Hall Student Center, 6:30 to 11 p.m., dosed.
. Friday,’ March 11
You ,Are." ’
Student Y. Spring Retreat, Friday. 4:30 to ..1101..1%
4:30.
,
Inter-frat formal. St. Francis hotel.
Co-rec Activity night. Women’s gym, 7:30.
CCF. Intercollegiate symposium. ’Student 1 ttion. 6-10
p.m.

Raymond Barry
creed that German could no longer be taught in California high
schools.
He switched to English, and in
1924 joined the faculty of San
Jose State college.. In 1925’ he
obtained his Ph.D at Stanford
and the following year was appointed to his present position.
Son Goes to Stanford
Dr. Barry was married in 1922
and has one son, George, a freshmin at Stanford university. "I
tried to get him to go to San
Jose State," Dr. Barry said, "but
he wanted to take electrical engineering and work under Dr.
Frederick Terman at Stanford."

Saturday. March 12
"Right You Are."
Kappa Sigma Kappa’ dance. open, Scottish Rite
ple. 9 to 1 p.m.
Spartan Chi Social. 8 to 12 p.m.
Sunday, illarch 13
"Right You Are."
SymphottY Band Concert, Morris Dailey, 3 p.m.
Monday, March 14
"Right You Are."
Student Body COimcil, open, Student Uiliov, 4:30 to
6 p.m.
Engineering ’Society Dinner,- Calvary Methodi4
Church, closed.
Tau Delta Phi smoker, Alum Rock Park Lodge.
dosed, 7:30 p.m.

During the past year the Barrys
have moved to Palo Alto. "We
felt that 112 acres in Saratoga nail.

Tuesday, March 15
Symphony Concert, Morris Dailey Auditorium, 8:I;

Thursday.
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Time will answer the question reprcling Vishinsky’s

effect on future international relations. It is to he hoped
that his policies will not keep pace with is tongue.

Janet’s plans for the future are
uncertain, but she said:
"I love California, and Burk
will be at Stanford for approximately three years, so we won’t
wander too far away."

On the Russian domestic scene, the effects of the
shuffle probably will not become apparent, if any effects
are produced at all, until Josef Stalin passes out of the
picture. If this is a minor action in the battle to succeed
Stalin it presages a major factional eruption in the future
which may well have unpredictable repercussions both in
Russia and in world politics.

Janet Anderson

Freeberg"There was a young
lady named Leigh, who waded out
up to her ankle." That is prose.
if she had gone a little further,
it would have been verse."

Expose 993 Jekyll and Hydes
Spartan swains who are worried
about competition for the favors
of their on-campus Dulcineas may
be reassured by the figures released by Dean of Men Paul M.
Pitman recently.

preventing eviction by angry landI lords,
Six hundred and nintey-six men
are boarding, and 956 are commuting.
Number of men keeping house
(married) is 1191.
It seems that 1218 of the 4260
Men who are rearing their own
men students at State are marulcers in rooms With kitchen privried, a fact which may give unileges number 222.
dergraduate gallants a feeling of
Males rooming and eating out
buoyancy, and make our coeds
at bistros, cafes, hamburger stands
yield to despair.
and other eating establishments
Further breakdown of the figtotal 597. These men don’t trust
ures, without the aid of chemistheir own efforts but prefer to
try, shows that 1414 men are livlet others engender their ulcers.
ing at home or with relatives,
thereby increasing the population
One hundred and twenty-six in total of neighboring cities and dustrious souls are working (ugh!)

Upon the death of his father,
he decided teaching would offer
the quickest and most steady returns to help support the fatherless family. Consequently, he majored in German and in 1915 was
graduated. Hearing of California’s
climate, he migrated west and became an instructor in German at
Santa Barbara high school.

Frederick Terman at Stanford."

!

Taesdar. March 15

During the past year the 1Barrys!
have moved to Palo Alto. "We
felt that l’
acres In Saratoga
were too much to keep up," he
said.

A.W.S. Dinner. Student Union, 5 to 8 p.m.
Blue Key, Student Union. 8 to 10 p.m.

f.

Eager... alit Not on the Alert
Dick Schefsky of Burlingame is
an eager pupil in one of Dr.
Rhodes’ Biology 21 classes. So
eager is Dick that -he stayed in
San Jose Friday night so he
wouldn’t need to get up at the
crack of dawn in order to make
the Biology field trip to Davis
last Saturday.
Eager as he was, he overslept.
The train left at 6:40 Saturday
morning . . . without Schcfsky.

Strange - is it not? --that of
the myriads who
Before us passed the door of
Darkness through,
Not one returns to tell us of
the road
Which to discover we must
travel too.
Omar KhayyamRubaiyat.

Machine vs. Dog
Curl Ends Tale!

With coolness and logic so typical
of this part-time used car salesman, he remembered that the;
train was going to stop for a few ,
minutes in Oakland.
He broke;
all existing records driving upj
there.
Better a few ,speeding I
tickets than the 2000 wOr" d paperl
his absence would necessitate.
On the
Dick made the trip.
way back he become engrossed in
a stimulating game of hearts. The
train was to stop in Oakland
Mrs. Garver’s brand new wash- ,
ing machine and was snatched

up into the gears by its tail.
A policeman came and removed
the motor, but it didn’t do any
RICHMOND, Cal., March 8. good. The tail didn’t end there.
(UP)Mrs. Nell Garver has a Finally a washing machine servPomeranian pooch with a "new
ice man succeeded in freeing the
look." The dog’s tail curls down
distressed animal ,by completely
instead of up.

The alteration took place this disassembling the mi-chine.
morning When "pooch" ran under
Read the Daily Classified Section

1000
NEW
Records &
QUIT". A GALSkater Helen Davidson, of Dallas, Tex., stops
off in Chicago, Ill., and executes an inside spread eagle. On
tour with an ice show. Helen keeps in trim this way for the
solo she does during the performance.

Make us your
G.H.Q.
(Grooming
Headquarters)
before file
Dance,’
Come ;n.

A.\

Henry Steiling
and boys

Young’s Little Book Shop

IN LATEST STYLES
ALL LEATHER
ALL SIZES
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GIRLS’ CASUALS
- LStr’ap Wedgies in Suedes and
Ca. Red, Green, .Blue, and
White. Many Styles.
Rey. 9.45
NOW

SH01

orro eAuaktri
22 W.

The o
discussiO
national
plans to
convent’

and

;3.65
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Montgomery Mdg.

Graft
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MEN’S PRESS SHOES

New TWAINSET Starchless Collars.
Special! St. Patrick’s Pay res-7T4ffman
All Wool Flannel $1-.50

MOWS-

Juni
Will

Whether if is a fable .sef. a
portable, or in your car, -our expert repairmen will put your radio
in lip -lop shape, oe short order,
at very reasonable rains.
We’re just half blofk off the
campus

SAVE

price!

French cuff Or barrel cuff
Wide spread. Kent, or low band regular collars.

Sainte Claire
Barber Shop
H.t.I Sta. CSetre

lig

again to change’ crews. Schefsky
would pick his car up there and
drive on home. Oakland came.
Oakland went. The heart game
continued in high fe..er.
Foul’
miles out of the Oakland station,
while the train, was in the
changing crews, Dick Selletsk
got off the frain, hailed a, cab
and consdled himself with the
fact that it had been a good heart
game.

Both S
protested
contracts,
suited r
-the_Pro

Famous Name Shoes

Albums

MARK TWAIN White Broadcloth Shirts
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When he finds time out from
his school duties and book writWednesdav. March 16
ing, Dr. Barry relaxes by playing
"Cage of Nightingales.’" unusual 1110V ie series. Little
tennis or experimenting with his
After returning from service as hobby of photography.
Theater. 8:15 p.m.
a second lieutenant in World War
Gamma Phi Beta -Theta Chi joint meeting. 233 S. 8th
I, "I received the jolt of my life,"
Dr. Barry said, when it was deProf.- "What do you .know street. 8:30 to 11.:30.
about Spanish syntax?" T
Santa Clara County Chapter. S.j.S.C. alumnae as!.(leiStudent"Gosh, I didn’t, know,
they had to pay for thel4 fun." ation. 7:30 p.m.

for board and room, and 51 are
staying at fraternity houses.
Perhaps the most interesting
thing about these figures is that
the above numbers add up to
5253 Which might indicate that
we have 993 men living Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde double lifes.

RAT IN BERLINJewish DPs cut water hoses and hurled rocks at Berlin police in protest riot in
lsb seek* ;Elie of the disturbance was a movie film they claimed to be anti-Semitic. (Acme
.
photo by Joe Schuppe. Staff Coriestmndegt.)
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OS College Dismisses
Alleged Commie Prof

Brazilian ,Training Ship in U. S.

PORTLAND, Ore. (UP)The Oregon state Board of Higher
Education today upheld the dismissal of Dr. Ralph Spitzer, associate
professor of chemistry at Oregon State college who was described
by President A. L. Strand as an active follower of the Communist rne.
The Board’s decision was announced in a letter to the Progretparty of Oregon, vhieh had
pr,,ttsted

the dismissal

of both

Itle
Ice

Board’s letter, addressed to
G. Moore, Oregon Propaety secretary, said:

’I nias

nal

lay

-10

"There is no question but that
"Your communication was pre- we
will be issuing Masters de.i.ntecl to the state Board of
in our state colleges," Roy
grecs
Higher Education at its regular
meeting. The Board has directed E. Simpson, state superintendent
me to inform you that it has of public instruction, told a;.group
given consideration to the matter of San Jose State college stuand confirms the action of Presi- dents and faculty members Tuesdent Strand in not renewing the
yearly contracts of Dr. Spitzer day afternoon.
and Mr. La Vallee."
Mr. Simpson made the prediction in a speech before the local
Disputes Scientific Fact _
chapter of the California StuStrand previously said Spitzer dent Teachers association at a
"has lost the freedom that an in- meeting in the Science building.
structor and investigator- should He made a special trip from Sacpossess" by choosing to follow the. ramento for the talk, and was inCommunist party line against troduced by Dick Bartels, president of the local CSTA chapter.
scientific fact. .
Dr. Strand specifically charged I
that Spitzer had supported the ’
Soviet
geneticist,
"Charlatan"
Lysenko against the leading world’
geneticists. He said Spitzer had
endorsed Lysenko in a letter ap- ,
pearing in the Chemical and Engineering News.

fo

list
ge;

15

"Taken by itself," Dr. Strand
said. "Dr. Spitzer’s letter in behalf of a .completely discredited
effort on the part of, the Soviet
government to subjugate science
to its own political ends might be
excused as an unfortunate mistake in judgment.
Shows True Light
"But taken along with his proSoviet propaganda,
the letter
shows up in its true light and its
import cannot be overlooked."
Both Spitzer and La Vallee had
protested the termination of their

SJS A Cappello Cipir
Sings to Full

By BEN PETTUS
San Jose State’s reputation as having one of the best a cappella
choirs in the nation was given added emphasis in lest Tuesday’s concert which was presented to a "standing room only" audience in the
Morris Dailey auditorium.
Wesley Walton’s baritone solo was so good that Vaughn Williams’s "The Turtle Dove" bad to

op,eges,
o issue
A Skins

Spitzer and I.. R. La Vallee.
i.ststant professor of eronomits
11 a -.iiilation of academic fregdom."
I r.
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Ex Airmen
Form New
Group Here

s

be repeated before the audience
would let the show continue.
A Food bass section provided
support for the mellow
alto section and the soprano sectone
quality ,of
tion’s
light
throughout the concert.

excellent

Audience Favorable
The legato and sbstenuto effects
in Vitoria’s "0 Vos.Omnes" were
very good. After a warm ovation
from the audience on this number,
someone was heard to exclaim,
Heading the squadron in its "Such wonderful shadings!"
organizational phase will be BerErlendson’s use of the antinard Barrett, 661 Emory Ave., phonal (one voice following anCampbell. He is employed as a other in exact repetition) In
photographer in aeronautical re- Bach’s "All breathing life, sing
search at the Ames Aeronautical and praise ye the Lord," was exLaboratory, "Moffett Field. He an- tremely effective.
nounced the first meeting for
Very good diction was evident
Thursday night, March 31 at 7:30
in the choir’s rendition of Vaughn
p.m. in Dunne Hall, Civic AuditoWilliams’s lively and light "WasPRETTY NICEStarlet Cyd
rium, San Jose.
sail Song." This drinking song
\ Charisse models this twopiece swim suit in Hollywood.
At the request of local members was well received by the audience,
-Made of changeable purple
who asked assistance from the with exclamations of "good, very
’jersey, the wired bra leaves
State organization in launching a good," and "wonderful" heard
the back quite bare.
San Jose unit, Tom Stack, Com- throughout the auditorium.
mander of the’ California Wing of
Too Much Humming
the AFA, will be present at the
The only criticism might be
meeting to aid the organization.
that Erlendson uses a little too
A feature of the meeting will
much humming. Effective lightbe the showing of a sound -color
ing could have added something
motion picture "Ames In Action,"
to the concert, as many _of the
produced by the Ames Aeronauaudience were heard to complain
Alpha Deltas of the ’Home Ecotical Laboratory.
of the blinding effects of the brilThe Air Force Association, liant yellow stoles worn by the nomics department will meet at
, the home of their adviser, Miss
under the presidency of C. IL choir.
CornDeputy
Smith,
former
After the concert the audience Helen Mignon, tomorrow evening
ma nde r of the Air Transport
applauded so enthusiastically that for their annual dutch whist
Command, has its national head"My spirit sang all day," by.1 party, the department office anquarters In W’ashington, D. C. It
Finza, was repeated. The deep I nounced yesterday,
Is now engaged in sponsoring fororgan tones in this number were
Membership in Alpha Delta is
mation of state Wings and local
particularly effective as was the i made up of students who are preStniadrons.
excellent phrasing.
paring to become dieticians or
AFA was organized in 1946 with
institutional managers. Guests at
Jimmy Doolittle, the famed Tokyo
!meetings of the group include
!raider and later a lieutenant gendieticians of local hospitals, who
eral in command of the Eighth,
lead ’discussions in dietetics.
Twelfth and Fifteenth Air Forces,
Former members of the U. S.
Air Force announced plans for
the formation of a San Jose
Squadron of the Air Force association here yesterday.

(Arnie Telephoto)
The Brazilian naval training ship Almirante Saldanha da Gama is shown as she sails into San Francisco Bay, with the Golden Gate Bridge in the background. The Suldanha is one of the few sail -training vessels eft among the world’s navies, and is making a world training cruise ,with 59 midshipmen
aboird.

Macauarrie Makes Women’s PE Head LAE-CPS Join Forces
SetendTrip of Week Gets More Requests For Police Reunion
For Camp Leaders

Dr. T. W. MtQuarrie -ma
de
his second trip of the week when
A need "as urgent as ever" for
Additional request
for stuhe left for Sacramento yesterday.
graduates in most phases of
He will be away for the rest of , dents to serve as counselors in
teacher training was cited by Mr.
i
week,
summer camps have been received
Simpson. There are 16,000 persons teaching in California schools
The college president is attend- by the Women’s Physical Educawho hold only emergency creden, ing a meeting of state college tion department, and all interesttials. and 5000 new teachers are presidents being held in the state ed women students are asked to
needed annually, he revealed.
capitol.
make applications for interviews,

Dr. MacQuarrie’s other trip this
Simpson commended the press,
particularly the New York Time*, week was also to Sacramento
’ for bringing to the public a reali- where he conferred vith state
zation of the worth of the pub* building authorities.
school teacher. "While this promotion by the papers has helped
in securing substantial salary increases for our educators, the pay
level is still low in rural areas,"
he said.
Herb Butt, former linter-varsity
,
associate general secretazy, will
, l-ff pointed out three major
be guest speaker at today‘s meet prollliers facing the California ing
of the Collegiate Christian
edu6ytion system: lack of ade- Fellowship at 12:30 p.m. in
room
quate housing, a shortage of 117, according to Ken Campbell
teachers, and the lack of money. of that organizaVon.
He predicted that Congress will

Biblical Scholar
To Speak Tonite

according to Mrs.

Lenore Luede-

mann.

’Inc San Jose chapter of
Lambda Alpha Epsilon, national
police fraternity, and Chi Pi
Sigma, on campus police organization, have joined forces on the
forthcoming Police School Homecoming. The reunion, set for May
20 will welcome back police
school alums and introduce other
police dignitaries to the San ’Jose
State college police training setup.

Camp directors who will come
to interview applicants include

SJS commit tee members inelude Norman Ansley, chairman;
Mrs. Jean Marchant, representa- Stan Lobodinski, Jim Van Maren,
tive of Mann county Campfire Jesse Bautsista. Bob Tobin, Mel
girls, who will be on campus Tues- Riley and Joe DeSoto.
day. April 19; at 9:30 aym, Mrs.
Marchant is looking for all types
of counselors to serve at Camp
Kiiowana, near Mt. Ste. Helena.

Federalists Form
By-Law Committee

Miss Gertrude Hall, of the OakCarmen Chase, John B. Galland Girl scouts, will speak with lagher. and Jewel Schneider were
Interested students on the same appointed to formulate the byday at 1:15. Mrs. Hall represents laws of the United World FederalCamn Timberloft near Yosemite

Alpha Deltas Hold
1949 Whist Party

Penology Majors
Formulate Plans

snows

up Ir.

its

True

iignr

aria Its

import cannot be overlooked."
Both Spitzer and La Vallee had
protested the termination of their
cdntracts, asserting it had resulted from their membership in
the Progressive party.

Junior Statesmen
Will Reorganize
Graduate Junior Statesmen will
hold a reorganization meeting tonight at 7:30 in room 33.
The organization will engender i
discussions on national and inter-;
national problems. debates, and ,
tans to attend state and regional ;
conventions.
GOOD GOING, SPARTAN
BASKETBALL TEAM
Win that N.A.I.B. Trophy

fsky
and
me.
our
tion,
ards
sky
cab
the
eart

San Jose Box Lunch
35

Ba, 8422

E S

proapeps lacing me t..atirorrna
edutation system: lack of adequate housing, a shortage of
teachers, and the lack of money.
He predicted that Congress will
pass a law extending federal aid
to education, and explained how
such a law would help to lessen
the strain on the California education system caused by the tremendous influx of population.

Miss Gertrude Hall, of the Oaking of the Collegiate Christian
Fellowship at 12:30 p.m. in room land Girt scouts, will speak with
117, according to Ken Campbell Interested students on the same
day at 1:15. Mrs. Hall represents
of that organizallion.
Camp Timberlott, near Yosemite
Butt, who is now teaching Eng- In the Sierras.
lish- Bible at Multnomah Bible
Miss Jura Hoffman is seeking
college in Portland, Ore., is recognized as one of the foremost all types of counselors for Camp
Bible scholars in the United Cawatre, Campfire girls’ and Girl
scout camp near Big Sur in ArStates.
royo Seco. Miss Hoffman will be
All students and faculty mem- here April 20 at 9:30 a.m.
bers are invited to attend the
meeting. Butt will be glad to answer questions and discuss Biblical literature at the meeting,
Alpha Gamma, art fraternity. Campbell said.
will terminate this quarter’s ac tivities in a joint social meeting
SACRAMENTO (UP) More
.ith Delta Phi Delta, honorary
than 3500 veterans in California
art society, Wednesday, March’16
schools and colleges received
in room Al.
state educational assistance
The Sociid. Affairs committee amounting to $905.402 during the
Lou Frangione, publicity direc- party was postponed until spring
tor for the group, said that plans quarter, it was revealed Tuesday. fall and winter quarter of 1948,
the state department of veterans
are under-way for next quarter’s
Members of the social affairs affairs announced yesterday.
activities.

Art Fre Ends
Quarter’s Doings

3,500 Cal Vets Got
State Aid Last Term

Panel Postpones
. Schedtdea Party

committee voted to call off the
Included on the program will party until next quarter when
be excursions to various art ex- the weather will be better.
hibitions in the bay area, exhibiThe party had been scheduled
tion of members’ work, and a for March 12.
social gathering of some kind.
Gabe Fonseca is president of
the organization.

WCNS Reopens Trip
e9istration for Few
linilted

number of students
will be accepted for the spring
West Coast Nature school trip to
Death Valley, according to Dr.
Gl.rtrtsde Cavins, WCNS registrar.
,
"Registration will be accepted
on’ a thrift - dome - first - served
basis," the professor declared.
"Fees for tuition and food, totalling tar mist be paid at the time
of registration."

GIRARD
PERREGAUX
/79/
Accuracy you can depend
on to pace you for today’s
living
. . outstanding
beauty in harmony with
today’s fashion demands.
The ideal watch for your:
self, or tor gracious giving.
17 kicels,O out 10.no,phis fax

1

W. C. LEAN

FrowBEgy
. s_
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Constant T. Bar lift ... open
slopes and a glorious si mile
down hill run in bright sunshine. Beginner, intermediate
and racing slopes. All-expense
plan: accommodations, breakfast and dinner, ski school
lessons morning and afternOon, and unlimited ON Of
tows sad liftsail for UM
per day midweek. or
day on weekends.

JEWELERS
& JUNG

First and San Fernando Sts.

I./I

III

I. J-.)
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SchusselPE Faculty Group
’Attends Confab
group is

Next meeting of the
planned for Tuesday. April 12. A
speaker will be invited to acquaint
students with the nature of
United World Federalists.

Professor of Greek
Dr. Irene Palmer, Miss Eleanor
"Miss
Roan, what is meant by the Coombe, and Miss Mary Wiley
LXX?"
will represent San Jose State colMiss Roan"Love and Kisses." lege at the conference.

The Pause That Refreshes
And It’s Only Five Cents

a

*a,

meetings of the group include
dieticians of local hospitals, who
lead ’discussions in dietetics.

Penology Maiors
Formulate Plans
At the Tuesday night meeting
of penology majors, plans were
formulated for a trip to San
Quentin prison. A date for the
trip has not been decided upon
as yet. Ernest Selig committeeman in charge of arrangements,
sill announce the completed plan
later.

Three members of the women’s
I
"Gosh, you have ,a lovely figeducation faculty will
Physical
I
ure."
attend a conference of the Pacific
"Oh, let’s not go all over that
Camping association to be held
again."
this week -end at Asilomar.

El Charro Cafe a
FOR ONLY

65C

A Good Meal with
Soup - Dessert - Coffee
Breakfast Served
CLOSED WED.
$5.50 in food, for a WOO meal
ticket. Open 6 a.m. to I p.m.
A CONTRERAS, Prop.

17 S. 2nd St.

Aurelio M. Espinoza, professor
emeritus in Spanish at Stanford
university, and one of the formost authorities on Spauish lanMonday, March 14 will be the
guage and literature, will discuss
Mitt -day for Ogang. Registra- the author, Dr. Moellering said.
tions and fees will be accepted in
The meeting will be held at the
’morn
Vience building.
home of Miss Barbara Fulton, language faculty member, at 528 S.
15th street, The discussion will be
in’ Spanish.
V ,Litt
PIPES - ICSBACCO
All students who are interested
GIFTS
attending are welcome, Dr.
in
So. Second St.
Col. 90114
Moellering said,

Blum’s Store Hours 9:50 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Daily

New
Spring
Blouse
Colors

aoo,

6"

sSmokeShop

e

Sky Blue
Terracotta
Vanilla

chef del says . . .

Ask for it Milli way.... both
trade-marks mean Me same thing.

Songsters are writing ballads,
About our delightful salads!

C_Alt CHALET

37 Mist San Corks Street

Bal. 8182

Cervantes, the author of "Don
Quixote," will be discussed at 8
tonight at the meeting of Sigma
Delta Pi, Spanish Honor society,
according to Dr. William Moellering, adviser.

BOTTLED UNDER

Autumn or THE

COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE COCA-COLABOTTLINO COMPANY OF CALIF.

California

inntiLtativalcal

Stoma Delta Pi’s
To Discuss Author
In Spanish TOnite

LUNCHEONS
LIGHT LUNCHEONS
$..30
$75
frroor:
f
DINNERSincluding our Smorgasbord Table with
from $1.10
dozens of salads and relishes

sr
P. 0. Twin Brides,

vs as

HOT

WM. or phono for re
or io:dre. .

Ballard 5113

The aid consisted of a $40
allowance
subsistence
monthly
and payment for tuition and supplies, the department said. The
assistance is available to veterans
who entered the service from
California and provides for a.
maximum of 81000 per student.

tsr it

Carmen Chase, John B. GalJimmy Doolittle, the famed Tokyo
lagher, and Jewel Schneider werei
raider and later a lieutenant genappointed to formulate the by’era! in command of the Eighth,
laws of the United World Federal ,Twelfth and Fifteenth Air Forces,
ist chapter at Tuesday’s meeting.
as its first national president.
Chairman Barney Schussel an- I
Doolittle is now Chairman of the
nouriced yesterday.
Board of Directors of the AssoThe organization will present elation.
its by-laws to the college next1
quarter in an effort to become an I
on -campus organization,
said.

Across from Ste. Claire Hotel

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
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Spartans Go Down Fighting in NAIB Thriller
Out to the Ball Game

Inman Scores 28 As
Staters Lose 81-75
(Special to the Spartan Daily)
KANSAS CITY, Mo., March 9. (UP)San Jose State bowed out of the 11th annual N. A. I. B. basketball tournament today, losing a second-round game to Eastern
Illinois State college of Charleston, 75 to 81.
But the Spartans didn’t give up easily. Stu Inman bucketed 28 points for the
game’s high scoring honors, and Bob Hagen and Don McCaslin got 16 and 15
respectively.
San Jose jumped off in fine control of the game but it got
away from the Californians a few minutes before the close of the
first half.
What happened, mainly, was that Tom Katsimpalis and Johnny
Wilson burst into flames for Eastern Illinois. Katsimpalls got 26
points, to go with the 34 he
netted Monday in his team’s first
round, 89 to 73 win over the
University of Miami.

Acme Telephoto.
Between takes under film1and’s mime cameras. Laraine Day, wife of
1/0 Durocber, NY Giants’ manager, dons a baseball cap and takes,
tline out to watch spring training with Horace Stoneham, Giant
caner, at Phoenix, Ariz.

Portalmen Face Cal Poly for CCAA
Boxing Crown at San Luis Obispo
The California Collegiate Box Spartan Coach Dee Portal is
ing tournament, scheduled for sending the following men to the
Saturday bvening at San Luis meet: Mac Martinez (125 lbs.),
Al Tafoya (130 lbs.), Ted RatObispo, has turned into a dual
liff (135 lbs.), Jim McDonald
meet between Cal Poly and San (145 lbs.), Wayne Fontes {155
Jose State. Both schools will field lbs.), Fred Rpss (165 *lbs.). Pete
full teams, no other conference Franusich (175 lbs.), and Don
member has entered a team.
!Schaeffer (Heavyweight).

Kentucky Has Three
Men on All America

Wilson was almost as hot with
NEW YORK, March 10. ?UM -23 points. Between the two of
Three members of the great Kenthem, they simply shot San Jose
tucky quintetAlex Groza, Ralph
out of the running.
Beard pnd Wallace (Wah Wahl
Don Glover was another reason Jones-- were named today on the
for San Jose’s defeat. His re- United Press all-American
basketbound work for Eastern Illinois
ball
team
along
with
Ed
Macauley
outshone any similar efforts by
of St. Louis and Tony Lavelli of
Spartan backboard workers.
Yale.
San Jose knotted the score
three times in the second half.
Groza, the outstanding choice
The Spartans slipped out front at on the’ squad, was placed at cen65 to 64 at 12:39 of the second ter, Lavelli and Jones at forhalf but gave up that lead in the wards and Beard and Macauley
next few seconds on a tip-in by at guards. The three Kentucky
Katsimpalis.
stars played on the victorious
United States Olympic team last
From that point on. Eastern
summer. All five all-Americans
Illinois held the game in good
are seniors.
control.

Cal Bears
Sink Locals
San Jose State’s varsity swimming team dropped a 49-26 meet
to California in the local pool last
night.
Winners for SJS were Bud
Guisness, Pat McConnell, and the
four-man freestyle relay team.
Results of the meet:
300-medlay relayCal. Time .
3:17.1.
-220- freestyle - -f Phillips (C),
Dickey (C), Bryant (SJ). Time 2:22.2.
50 -freestyle
Guisness (SJ),
Simpkins (C), Lai (SJ). Time :26.2.
Diving - McConnell (SJ), Johnson (C), Bowman (SJ).
100-freestyleDickey (C),’ Silcox (C), Guisness (SJ). Time :58.4.
150-backstroke
Phillips (C),
L e bed e f f (SJ), Prisbreg (C).
Time 1:48.6,

All College
Boxing Here
Friday Nit e
Twelve bouts are scheduled for
I the Post All College benefit tourney to come off Friday night in
the Men’s gym, as the members
of San Jose State’s five full teams
aim leather at respective chins.
"These will probably be the
best bouts of the season," announced Coach Dee Portal. "Theboys have been working all term
for this night." The winners will
probably represent the college at
Wisconsin while the others will
go to Sacramento.
The "benefit" in the title is for
the payment of the new indicator. ’’Everyone should see the indicator," says l’ortal. The idea
is that each time a judge declares
, a point he presses a button and a
light on the board, or indicator,
lights up thus showing the choice
and number of points he has
i awarded to a. fighter.
Before the bouts Portal will explain the new point system that
!will be used from now on. As
; far as Portal knows this is the
first time the system has been
used. The point method was made
up by the NCAA. Briefly it is,
one mark for a light blow, two
marks for a solid blow and three
imarks, or a point, for a knock I
down.
: To stimulate interest in the newl
clock and point system Portal has
announced that the admission fee
has been lowered to fifty cents:
’ per, and kiddies free with parehts

San Jose Invades
B ear Lair Today
Coach Walt Williams. will ’lead
his Spartan baseball team to the
University of California ’campus
to meet the Bears this afternoon
at 3:15 on Edwards field, weather
Bad weather has
permitting.
forced Williams to cancel the first
Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, direc- three games of the year.
tor of athletics, will present the
Pete Mesa, sensational fresh
trophy and medals to the cham- star last year and recent fireball
pions of the intramural tourna- artist in the winter league, will
get the call as starting moundsment tonight in the men:s gym.
man for the Spartans with (’on
Tonight’s cage battle will be Maloney pulling the relief job If
between Delta Sigma Gamma and needed.
the Modesto Pirate’s.
For the Bears, Clint Evans has
DSG, inter - fraternity champs, several good prospects to draw
have won most of their eight from to pull the pitching stint.
straight with a methodical at- Wimpy Jones, former San Jose
tack. DM: features a strong de- high star, niay get the nod. If
fense and a sharp-shooting of- Jones isn’t called upon, Evans has
fense.
Bob and Dave Anderson, Hal Oxsen, and Jackie Jensen --all rightModesto upset the apple-cart handers to draw from.
Lefty
Tuesday by beating the Yellow- Cone and Dave Anker are the
jackets.
Art Allen, Oroville two port-siders the Bear mentor
Young, and Vico Bondietti are the has to draw from..
stalwarts in the Modesto offense.
Saturday afternoon the SparLanky Charlie -clapper, Fred tans are scheduled to open their
Allred, Dick Grant - and Don Jan- home season against a powerful
sen are point getters for the fra- Moffat Manteca nine at Municipal
ternity champs.
Stadium.

Hartranft To Give Intramural Medals

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR DINNER

CHICKERY-CHICK
Chicken

Free Delivery
9 p.m., 10 p.m. Sat.
1080 E Santa Clara

I/2

Roll, French Fries

Call Col. 8734

Closod Monday

The box score:

Classified Ads

Announcements

(E. Illinois State 81)
Glover, f
TRIAL STUDENTS: All trial Wilson, f
FOR SALE
students
who are not in one of Miller, c
1931 CHEVROLET: Coupe with
rumble seat, 16-inch wheels, good Dr. Fitch’s .trial classes see Dr. KatsiMpalis, c
tires, excellent mechanically. Best 1Heath as mon as posidble in room De Mouline. r
-sr
C

1

shnsyn Cti,_ I

1 OA

g ft f ml
1 3 0
3 0 2
2 2 0 0
8 8 4 2
2 0 0 0

3
10

11

I

/ATI/Mork I-17.:41

1.35

11

W

401S

elesa.z.

1931 CHEVROLET: Coupe
rumble seat, 16-inch wheels,
tires, excellent mechanically.
offer. 220 S. Seventh, above
dent "Y".

with
good
Best
Stu-

students who are not in one of Miller, c
, Dr. Fitch ’s trial classes see Dr.
1Heath as soon as possible in room Katsimpalis, c
De Mouline, g
120A.
Olson, g
SENIOR CLASS COUNCIL:
Meets today at 4:30 in room 117. Hudson, g

W1LLYS "37": Good paint, new
Final selection of Ball band to
motor installed recently. This is
best transportation obtainable at be made.
only $275. Phone 57934 or see
SENIOR CLASS - ORIENTAit at 20 S. Autumn.
TION PLANNING COMMITTEE:
Meets today at 3:30 in the Morris
1934 PLYMOUTH COUPE: Best
Dailey.
offer takes it. Good paint job,
SENIOR CLASS: Orders for
radio, rumble seat. 90 S. 13th
announcements
will be taken in
after 5 p.m.
the Student Union from 10:30-2:30
1939 CHEVROLET 2- DOOR M.W.F. and 10:30 - 12:30 T.Th.
SEDAN: Radio, heater, foglights, Friday, March 18, is the last day.
spotlight, good mechanical condiJUNIOR CLASS COUNCIL:
tion, good rubber. Must sell im- Meets today in the Student Union
mediately. $650. Call Col. 545-W at 3:30 for installation of officers.
or 52 N. 15th.
JUNIORS: Turn in Prom bids
1930 PLYMOUTH: Four - door before Friday, or you will pe
sedan, good condition, cheap. Call charged for them.
after 5 p.m. Col:, 3954-J. 1528
FROSH FOOTBALL TEAM:
McKendrie.
All those wishing to obtain their
FORMAL GOWN:
Shocking team pictures meet under the
pink taffeta strapless with bustle Library arch at 9:30 tomorrow.
Ito rustle). Feature item: Tight
C.C.F.: Meets today at 12:30 in
fitting matching jacket with long
room 117.
sleeves. high Mandarin neck line
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS’
and buttons down front. Size 14.
Phone Bal. 5492-W after 6:30 p.m. ORGANIZATION: Meeting postponed until Thursday, March 19.
FOR RENT
PRE-LEGAL: Dr. Laird SWagMEN: Block and half from cam- ert will speak at tonight’s meetpus, with kitchen privileges, $25, ing at 7:30 in L 211.
without, $17.50. 468 S. Sixth.
NEWMAN CLUB: Meets toROOMS: With kitchen priv- night in the Newman hall at 7:30.
ileges for Christian girls. $22.50
per month. 105 S. 11th. Bal. 6924. servation lesson that I have to
teach, I would be very grateful.
GIRLS: Several vacancies for
Leave note in Dr. Jensen’s office
room and board, nice clean rooms,
for Palma Perry.
good food, $50 per month. Mrs.
Hays. N. Fifth. Bal 3368.
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Crowe, f

0

Inman, c

11
0

Giles, c
Wuesthoff, g
Crampton, g
Romero, g
Enzensperger, g
Totals

- "Chesterfield is MY cigarette
because it’s MILDER
better-tasting"

Officials: Gibbs and Astile. Half
score: East 111. 44, San Jose 43.
111.-

/fok‘a444,4414-STARRING IN

"REIGN OF TERROR"
Sold, Rotted, Repaired

A WALTER WANGER PRODUCTION
RELEASED BY EAGLE -LION FILMS

HUNTER-PETERSON
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
71 E. SAN FERNANDO

SAL 4234

MISCELLANEOUS
LOST: Grey and gold pen,
Parker 51. Please return.. Deane
Pecehenino, Bal 6112.
GUYS AND GIRLS: Term reports, etc., typed protnptly and
accurately.
128 Pierce avenue,
or Bal. 67494.
If anyone has a cocker puppy,
and would be willing to part with
it for two or three hours on
Thursday, March 17, for an ob-

HERE’S THE
LATEST
BING CROSBY
So In Love
BLUE BARRON
Cruising Down The River
SAMMY KAYE
Creless Hands
GUY LOMBARDO
Down By The Station
BLUE BARRN
Powder Your Foci, With Saoshine
RED FOLEY
Candy Kisses
SEE OUR ASSORTMENT
OF ALBUMS

NEWBERRY’S

MARE

CIGARETTE.

EHTRELIM

The Sweetheart of Good Health
"

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
American Dairy Products
17th and Santa Clara

Record Dept.
ist and San Carlos

LIIIK-A11111114110

YOURS

glad
one I’m really
the
says ..."Here’s
MILDER
MAGGIO
DI
JOE
Chesterfields are
on.
to put my name MY cigarette."
It’s
MUCH MILDER.
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MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE ClfiSTElq1E1,0$ THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
ornshg
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